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MISFORTUNE

The Pleasure of Touching Doors

I sat content in my trailer

Rich men do not touch doors.

and listened to the rain

They do not know this prosperity:
To push before one's self,
With peace or harshness,
One of these grand, familiar panels,
To turn again to put it in place~
To hold in one's arms a door • . .
The prosperity of holding by the knob
One of these haughty singular obstacles:
The sudden body to body union and grappling
Which for an instant reverses progress as
The eye opens and the body intermingles
With a new environment;

on the tin roof
as the river, far over its banks,
crept toward the door.

Later they found us
adrift in the boat,
the dog and I,
peering, excited,

With a friendly hand they would hold it
A while before pushing it back, shutting
Themselves into this new richness, pleasantly
Assured by the powerful and weJl oiled spring.

the world new.

--D. Dore
--Edward Beatty

Old Woman Crossing The Street
swirl of movement, of sound. trucks
kicking off hulks of rubber
that roll away like bodies.
the drivers tense
taste of blood in their mouths
take up tunes
that change to countdowns. camper arms
hanging from windows
bus without faces
and the cars
cars all going by in a blur
stopped, ignorant as hands
fallen from a clock.
and she steps off the curb.
a bit of kleenex on her shoe sole
stops her.
bending down, she spills
her purse heavy
coins singing
pearls trinkets
dark little bottles their contents
littering; red black
off-white without spots
and the little blueball pills
find their way under tires
and across to children;
happy.
the snapshots taken to air;
confetti flashing in the afternoon
over mobs ten deep
that cheer
and whistle
at the beautiful girls
in a float of bones.

--Gary Rust

IDYLL: RIVERSIDE PARK
I

Sky and river are one color.
A half-rooted sycamore
lies across the top of the water.
From upper branches
two boys cast lines
into the sky.
II

His back against the bark,
an old man sleeps
beneath southfloating clouds.
The bamboo under his arm
grows into the ground.
III

The clouds thin out,
fibrous, trolling the sky
for the eyes
of young fishermen.
IV
It rains catfish on the old man
all afternoon.

--J. Worley

THE STRAW MAN'S EXPLANATION FOR THE HOLOCAUST

A STREET IN TIIE CI'IY

It is not
I say, to
a red dog
following
crow down

On Fairmount Street Alfonso el Sabio died,
died on a wet harsh morning.
Not with majesty,
not with fire and red thunder.

Red dogs love me in
the sunnnertime.
They mess about
in ~he stuffing that
falls from my rib.

Seas died then with him, expanses,
loveliest galaxies of ancient icy space,
part of my soul.
A white sigh, a mist, carried runes down that street,
leaving for the stars unnoticed.
The last reproach of all that died.
No room for grief on Fairmount Street,
no room in that sleek life
of simpering baby outings,
fat morning peace,
gigantic flora.
No room.

--Lynn Winget

strange,
see
a scarethe street.

But in the winter,
scarecrows scowl
from unemployment
lines
with nothing to
protect except
the snow
in their heads.
The crops are gone,
I say,
and the farmer's dead.
His wife's run-off
with a Bible salesman.
She lives in sin in Santa Fe,
New Mexico.
Turned away,
I plow
down cement streets
and pray for
fire from heaven.

--Roy Campbell

ALL GOOD MEN
a tribe of grave diggers
lost control early
the chief was elsewhere
learning how to be
NOW, FOR INSTANCE
an actuary
At this moment in early evening
Nothing makes sense.
Things hold still, except for occasional

and at the final

Acorns falling to the long grass.
No matter how long
I stare, the sun won't move: I can't move it.

turning

Now, for instance, I was just standing
At the back door.
Outside, three bluejays and two squirrels

in off color

Were chasing each other for acorns.
I could have stopped them,
But, putting my hand on the knob • . •

you are all good men

there were daisies

he waved at the tribe
on his return

--William Hoagland

and they started
working again
for time and a half

--Bienvenido N. Santos

Executor of Some Known Estate
Sad young man,
with vein-dipped pensdrawing lunar graphics
which looked like lines of
a thick red will.

A NEIGHBOR, PAUSING AT SUNSET
When the swell of jet smoke
passes across the white skull of moon
she stops her sweeping.
Holding the broom to her chest she turns,
glides by the pallid porchlight
entering a darkness no moon can measure.

--J. Worley

"Good-bye," said his wife,
herself sad and
young and the ink-well
grew larger with help
from his pens.
Today marked the
end of struggles within;
the poems were finished
'
no thanks to their wordstheir red turned to dusk.
Ten mornings later,
the graphics were
published and the letters
were darkened by the sun
going down.

--tracy 1. mercer

WSU: A Fantasy

RAINDROPS
Drip. Drip. Drip.
Like a perpetual running faucet,
Wishing this night were forever
Wet and filled with dreams.
The rains are subtly seducing the ground
As she whispers in my ear,
Tomorrow there will be no rain,
But here is the wind.
Drip. Drip. Drip.
My mind is focusing on wetness
As the water trickles down my face.
Raindrops are cold, icy cold.
That's why we should beware.

this window has not
been washed
for weeks.
through the dirt this
water tower
glows in the evening.
when the rays of
the sun
hit a certain square
between '72, '73
and Paul loves Cindy,
a small hatch
opens up
and down a rope
slides a tiny
administrator.
when he touches ground
he grows six feet tall.

--Jim Spencer
--Teddi Todd

The Trial
FROG (For Basho)

The day fresh as midnight
Baker's bread in the morning,

In the depths of this night
Sunshine flooding the street.
though no poet for miles
The trial of last night's fight
the frog leaps
Over.

The jury of shadows

into the black-glass pool.
Sent home.
Innocent

We have both been found
by reason of insanity.

Our sentence is costly:
--Edward Beatty
We must continue to love.

--D. Dore

THIS SLOW LIFE
We've grown goldfish unbelievably large.
They sail beneath the pond together,
Spread like hands,
Fins and mouths wide for whatever comes-And nothing comes
Except the season, due to change again.
It's early. Mosquitos try my fleshy hand
And come up dry. Tonight
The pond's green edge will freeze.
Maybe something's pointing underground,
A mountain about to rise through fish,
Shove its pines
Beyond the solid mouth of clouds.
I think I hear the coyotes coming.
Though miles away, my hand can stroke their ears.
Or maybe birds will glide in here to die,
Cardinals and goldfinch and grouse
Strutting among bird bones bleaching in the sun.
The truth is nothing happens.
The truth is goldfish just swim through
This slow life
Growing larger every season,
Circling like lights
Lost in the airless space between two stars.

--William Hoagland
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